Abstract-Liquid crystal displays (LCDs) have appeared in applications ranging from medical equipment to automobiles, gas pumps, laptops, and handheld portable computers. These display components present a cascaded energy attenuator to the battery of the handheld device which is responsible for about half of the energy drain at maximum display intensity. As such, the display components become the main focus of every effort for maximization of embedded system's battery lifetime. This paper proposes an approach for pixel transformation of the displayed image to increase the potential energy saving of the backlight scaling method. The proposed approach takes advantage of human visual system (HVS) characteristics and tries to minimize distortion between the perceived brightness values of the individual pixels in the original image and those of the backlight-scaled image. This is in contrast to previous backlight scaling approaches which simply match the luminance values of the individual pixels in the original and backlight-scaled images. Furthermore, this paper proposes a temporally-aware backlight scaling technique for video streams. The goal is to maximize energy saving in the display system by means of dynamic backlight dimming subject to a video distortion tolerance. The video distortion comprises of: 1) an intra-frame (spatial) distortion component due to frame-sensitive backlight scaling and transmittance function tuning and 2) an inter-frame (temporal) distortion component due to large-step backlight dimming across frames modulated by the psychophysical characteristics of the human visual system. The proposed backlight scaling technique is capable of efficiently computing the flickering effect online and subsequently using a measure of the temporal distortion to appropriately adjust the slack on the intra-frame spatial distortion, thereby, achieving a good balance between the two sources of distortion while maximizing the backlight dimming-driven energy saving in the display system and meeting an overall video quality figure of merit. The proposed dynamic backlight scaling approach is amenable to highly efficient hardware realization and has been implemented on the Apollo Testbed II. Actual current measurements demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed technique compared to the previous backlight dimming techniques, which have ignored the temporal distortion effect.
formance, and limit their energy consumption. These devices, which are getting smaller and lighter, are often powered by rechargeable batteries. Unfortunately, the battery capacities are increasing at a much slower pace than the overall power dissipation of these devices. So it is critical to develop power-aware design methodologies and techniques to bring the power dissipation growth of such devices in line with the battery capacity increase.
Major sources of power dissipation in a portable electronic device are many and vary as a function of the device functionality and performance specification. In reality, many of these devices are equipped with a liquid crystal display (LCD), which tends to account for a significant portion of the total system power. For example, in the SmartBadge system, the display subsystem consumes 28.6% and 50% of the total power in the active/idle and standby modes, respectively [1] . The dominant backlighting technology for LCDs is the cold cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL), which uses a low-voltage dc to high-voltage ac converter as the driver. This driver consumes the largest amount of power in the display subsystem.
The LCD displays currently available, require two power sources, a backlight supply, and a contrast supply. The display backlight is the single largest power consumer in a typical display component. Battery energy is lost in the electric-to-electric conversion to high voltage ac for driving the CCFL; where conversion efficiencies exceeding 90% are possible. Although the CCFL is the most efficient electric-to-light converter available today, it has losses exceeding 80%. Additionally, the optical transmission efficiency of present displays is under 50% for monochrome with color types much lower. Unfortunately, as for other system resources, one cannot tackle this energy hungry component with some form of power shutdown. This is due to the fact that LCD subsystem must be continuously refreshed and cannot be turned off or put to sleep without a significant penalty in performance and quality of service (QoS).
There are two main classes of techniques for lowering the power consumption of a LCD subsystem. The first class of techniques is focused on the digital/analog video interface (DVI) between the graphics controller and the LCD controller. These techniques try to minimize the energy consumption by taking advantage of different encoding schemes to minimize the switching activity of the electrical bus. For instance, [2] uses the spatial locality of the video data to reduce the number of transitions on the DVI bus reducing its energy consumption by 75%. More recently, [3] has extended the previous work by using the limited intra-word transition codes instead of single intra-word transition codes used in [2] and including the dc balancing conditions in the coding scheme to achieve more than 60% energy saving, on average compared to the basic transmission protocol.
The second class of techniques is focused on the video controller and the backlight to lower the energy consumption of the display system. The key idea follows from the fact that the eye's perception of the light, which is emitted from the LCD panel, is a function of two parameters: 1) intensity of the backlight and 2) transmittance of the LCD panel. Thus, by carefully adjusting these two parameters one can achieve the same perception in human eyes at different values of the backlight intensity and the LCD transmittance. Now because the variation in power consumption of the backlight lamp for different output luminance values is orders of magnitude larger than power consumption of the LCD panel for different pixel values, one can save energy by simply dimming the backlight and increasing the LCD transmittance to compensate for the loss of backlight luminance.
In [4] , Chang et al. proposed the dynamic backlight luminance scaling (DLS) technique to reduce the energy consumption of the LCD subsystem. This approach suffers from two main drawbacks: 1) it manipulates every pixel on the screen one-by-one limiting the application of this approach to still images or low-frame-rate videos and 2) it achieves energy saving at the cost of loss in visual information. Reference [5] improved this simple approach by eliminating the pixel-by-pixel transformation of the displayed image through minor hardware modifications to the built-in LCD reference driver. These modifications could implement any single-band grayscale spreading function to adjust the brightness and contrast of the displayed image, extending the applicability of the approach to streaming applications. Reference [6] proposed several approaches for power management of the display subsystem based on variable refresh rate, liquid crystal orientation shift, and backlight dimming. However, in the proposed backlight scaling technique no pixel value transformation method is used to compensate the loss of image brightness. Reference [7] proposes a display power management method based on the user's attention. In this method, the display is turn off or put to sleep mode whenever a camera based image processing controller detects that the user is not looking at the screen. This method suffers from large overhead in power and performance for calculation and detection of user's attention to the screen.
Reference [8] proposed a method for image transformation, whereby the dynamic range of the original image is reduced such that the incurred image distortion is no more than a prespecified value. The authors relied on a very accurate still image quality measure. This work improved the previous methods in two key aspects. First, it presented a global histogram equalization algorithm which enabled preservation of most of the visual information in spite of image transformation, and second, it described a simple, yet effective, modification of the architecture of built-in LCD reference driver in order to produce any piecewise linear image transformation function. The method, however, had two disadvantages: 1) the distortion characterization curve was dependent on the displayed image and 2) the equalization algorithm required histogram information of the displayed image to calculate the image transformation function. Finally, [9] presented a backlight scaling technique, which is based on a tone reproduction operator. This operator maps the original image to a transformed image such that the perceived brightness of the image is preserved while its dynamic range is reduced. The operator was calculated without any information about individual pixels of the displayed image or the image histogram. The proposed method was the first to take advantage of some aspects of the human visual system to maximize power savings through dynamic backlight dimming (see discussions in Section II-B for details.) In addition, this method is amenable to highly efficient hardware realization because it does not require information about the histogram of the displayed image.
Although the aforementioned techniques are effective backlight scaling approaches, they all suffer from a common shortcoming, i.e., temporal blindness. All previously proposed approaches for backlight scaling have overlooked the temporal response of the human visual system; more specifically they apply the backlight scaling scheme to each frame of a video sequence individually and without considering flickering effects, which may result as a consequence of frequent and abrupt changes in the backlight intensity. In the remainder of this paper, we will refer to all of the prior techniques for video as frame-sensitive backlight scaling (FBS) techniques.
In contrast, this paper proposes a backlight scaling scheme which is sensitive to the spatio-temporal information of video sequence. The key idea is to decompose the maximum allowed distortion between the original video and the backlight scaled one into two components: 1) the spatial distortion which is the intra-frame luminance distortion between the respective frames of the original and backlight scaled video sequences and 2) the temporal distortion which is the inter-frame distortion due to (large-scale) changes of luminance over time when comparing the original and backlight scaled video sequences. In this paper, we take advantage of an analytical model of the critical fusion frequency and the temporal information about the average luminance of each frame in a video sequence to capture the effect of temporal distortions incurred by the backlight scaling scheme. Next, we use this information to limit the maximum allowed spatial distortion that the FBS scheme can create, and therefore, limit the overall maximum video distortion below a certain user specified limit.
In the following, the basic background on the human visual system and its temporal response, principles of photographic tone mapping, and finally, the thin-film transistor (TFT)-LCD architecture and prior work in dynamic backlight scaling will be discussed. Next, in Section III, the temporally-aware backlight scaling and the dynamic tone mapping approach will be explained. Sections IV and V will provide the supporting experimental results and conclusions of this technique.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Photometric Definitions
Although light is a form of electromagnetic radiation, measurement of luminous intensity from a light source requires extra information about the relative sensitivity of the eye to different wavelengths. Photometry is the science of measuring visible light in units that are weighted according to the sensitivity of the human eye. The luminous intensity of a "white" light source is, thus, defined by multiplying the watts emitted at each wavelength by the efficiency of that wavelength in exciting the eye, relative to the efficiency at 555 nm. This efficiency factor is referred to as the V-lambda curve [10] . The candela is the luminous intensity per solid angle, in a given direction of a source which emits monochromatic radiation at wavelength 555 nm and which has a radiant intensity in that direction of 1/683 w/sr [11] . Human perceive luminance, which is an approximate measure of how "bright" a surface appears when one views it from a given direction. Luminance is, thus, defined as luminous intensity per square meter and is measured in candela per square meter. For example, the luminance of sun, cloudy dull day, typical office, good street lighting, and full moon are 5000, 300, 15, 1.2, and 0.002 cd/m , respectively.
B. Human Visual System (HVS)
1) Spatial Characteristics: When light reaches the eye, it hits the photoreceptors on the retina, which then send an electrical signal through neurons to the brain where an image is formed. The photoreceptors in our retina, namely rods and cones, act as the sensors for the HVS. Rods are extremely sensitive to light and provide achromatic vision at scotopic levels of illumination (10 to 10 cd/m ), that is why we cannot see colors in dark surroundings. Cones (which comprise of three distinct types) are less sensitive, but provide color vision at photopic levels of illumination (10 to 10 cd/m ). Note that both rods and cones are active at light levels between 0.01 and 10 cd/m . This range is called the mesoptic range. The incoming light can have a dynamic range of nearly 1:10 , whereas the neurons can transfer a signal with dynamic range of only about 1:10 . The human eye can discern a dynamic range of about 10-12 orders of magnitude. As a result, there is the need for some kind of adaptation mechanism in our vision. This means that we first adapt to some (unchanging) luminance value, and then perceive images in a rather small dynamic range around this luminance value.
One of the most important characteristics that changes with different adaptation levels is the difference threshold or just noticeable difference (JND). The JND is the minimum amount by which stimulus intensity must be changed in order to produce a noticeable variation in sensory experience. Let and denote the JND and the adaptation luminance, respectively. Blackwell [12] showed that the ratio varies as a function of the adaptation level, and, thus, established the relationship between and to be
Simply stated, Blackwell's equation states that if there is a patch of luminance , where on a background of luminance , it will be discernible, but a patch of luminance , where will not be perceptible to the human eye. Let us now consider the brightness perception. Brightness is the magnitude of the subjective sensation which is produced by visible light. Although the radiance can easily be measured, the brightness cannot exactly be quantified. Nevertheless, brightness is often approximated as the logarithm of the luminance, or the luminance raised to the power of 1/2 to 1/3 depending on the context. Studies have shown that the brightness-luminance relation depends on the adaptation level to the ambient light. In particular, Stevens et al. [13] devised the "brils" units to measure the subjective value of brightness. According to Stevens, one bril equals the sensation of brightness that is induced in a fully dark-adapted eye by a brief exposure to a 5 solid-angle white target of 1 L luminance. (One lambert is equal to 3183 cd/m .) Let denote brightness in brils, the original luminance value in lamberts, and denote the adaptation luminance of the eye. Then Typical perceived brightness characteristic curves are shown in Fig. 1 . The slope of each curve represents the human contrast sensitivity that is the sensitivity of the HVS brightness perception to the changes in the luminance. Note that as is lowered, the human contrast sensitivity decreases. Notice also that the HVS exhibits higher sensitivity to changes in luminance in the darker regions of an image. Two images with different luminance values can result in the same brightness values, and can appear to the HVS as being identical. Actually, according to (2a) we are very poor judges of an absolute luminance value; all that we can judge is the ratio of luminances, i.e., the brightness.
2) Temporal Characteristics: Studies of the dynamics of light perception can be divided into two categories based on the stimulation method utilized for the HVS characterization. The first category of techniques is based on aperiodic stimuli, which tries to measure the impulse response of HVS. In these experiments, the sensitivity of the HVS is measured when a brief test light is presented to the HVS before, during, or after the presentation of a much stronger background light. The results show that the sensitivity of the HVS is at its maximum when the test light is presented during the transition of the background light [14] . Although these experiments are very effective for understanding the time-domain response of the HVS, they have limited power in quantifying the distortion due to dynamic backlight scaling, which is perceived by the HVS during a video playback. This is because backlight scaling is applied to every video frame at a rate that is too fast for the HVS to settle to some steady state background brightness.
The second category of techniques tries to measure the critical fusion frequency (CFF) of the HVS at various amplitude sensitivity (AS) values. These concepts are closely related to the well-known notion of temporal contrast sensitivity function, [15] [16] [17] . The CFF is the minimum frequency , above which the observer cannot detect any flickering effect when a series of light flashes at that frequency is presented to him/her, i.e., for frequencies lower than , the HVS will notice the flickering. The AS at frequency is the ratio of the minimum required amplitude of the flash light at frequency to the average ambient luminance such that the flickering effect is perceived [14] . Generally, as the amplitude sensitivity increases, the flickering becomes easier to perceive for a series of flashes with a fixed frequency. These metrics are suitable for quantifying distortions caused by the backlight scaling since they model the "flickering" effect of periodic backlight scaling.
In this paper, we adopt a computational temporal response model of the HVS from Weigand et al. [18] . Fig. 2 depicts the schematic representation of this model. This model can be used to determine the AS threshold of an observer when presented with varying light intensities. Note that the input to this model is a scalar value representing the luminance of the viewing area, whereas the output is the intensity of perceived luminance. If the difference between the dc value and the amplitude of a given frequency, , in the output of the model exceeds a fixed predefined threshold then the flickering is perceived by the HVS at frequency . For example, in case of backlight scaling, the input to the model is the average luminance of each frame of video sequence, whereas the output of the model is the perceived intensity of the light. Basically, this model comprises of a cascade of two parametric second-order low-pass filters and a dynamic gain control, followed by the nonlinear static characteristic of HVS which transforms the luminance values to perceived brightness values. Parameters of the two quadratic filters are controlled by a first-order low-pass filter with cutoff frequency near 0.1 Hz. Fig. 3 shows a typical frequency domain transfer function of this model when a simple sinusoidal input with constant amplitude and varying dc value is presented to it. Note that for a fixed dc value, i.e., fixed background luminance, as we increase the frequency of the flickering light the required amplitude for the flickering to be perceived is almost constant for frequencies below 10 Hz and then increases exponentially after this frequency. Moreover, for a given frequency of flashing light by in- creasing the background luminance the minimum amplitude of the flashing light for which the flickering is perceived decreases.
As described in [18] , the control low-pass filter is a first-order filter with the following transfer function:
whereas the cascade of two quadratic low-pass filters has the general transfer function of (3b) with parameters given by (3c) Finally, the controllable gain is given by (3d) where is the control signal at the output of the control low-pass filter given in (3a) (cf. Fig. 2) .
It is worth noting that the models of HVS are based on subjective experiments, and therefore, their accuracy varies from one individual to the next. The key idea of this paper is to underscore the significance of considering such human perceptive models during the optimization process for backlight scaling. The commercial implementation of such systems can have multiple HVS models for users to select from. In Section III, we will take advantage of the aforementioned model and introduce a metric for measuring the distortion of original and backlight scaled video sequences in terms of incurred flickering. 
C. Tone Reproduction
A classic photographic task is the mapping of the potentially high dynamic range of real world luminances to the low dynamic range of the photographic print. The range of light that people experience in the real world is vast. However, the range of light one can reproduce on prints spans at best about two orders of absolute dynamic range. This discrepancy leads to the tone reproduction problem: How should one map measured/ sensed scene luminances to print luminances and produce a satisfactory picture?
The success of photography has shown that it is possible to produce images with limited dynamic range that convey the appearance of realistic scenes. This is fundamentally possible because, as mentioned in previous section, human eye is sensitive to relative, rather than absolute, luminance values. Consider a typical scene that poses a problem for tone reproduction in photography, a room illuminated by a window that looks out on a sunlit landscape. A human observer inside the room can easily see individual objects in the room as well as features in the outdoor landscape. This is because the eye adapts locally as we scan the different regions of the scene. If we attempt to photograph our view, the result is disappointing. Either the window is over exposed and we cannot see outside, or the interior of the room is underexposed and looks black.
In 1993, Tumblin et al. [19] introduced this concept to the computer graphics community and proposed a primitive tone mapping operator. Since then, a great deal of work has been done on the tone reproduction problem. Generally speaking, the tone reproduction literature can be divided into two main categories. The first category which uses a global tone mapping operator ignores the spatial information about the luminance of the original scene and adopts a single nondecreasing function as its tone mapping operator. Reference [20] uses a model of brightness perception to derive this mapping operator. Reference [21] relies on a global multiplier to maintain the visibility threshold. In [22] , another global operator was proposed based on histogram adjustment. This method uses an image's histogram to implicitly segment the image so that separate scaling factors can be used in different luminance zones.
The second category tries to reproduce the visibility of different objects in the scene. This is done through multiple mapping functions which are adopted based on local luminance information of the original scene. Chiu et al. [23] , who used a spatially varying exposure ramp over the image, was the first to propose a spatially varying dynamic range reduction operator. Later work by Pattanaik et al. [24] developed the ultimate still image operator based on the HVS, incorporating color adaptation, local contrast, and dynamic range. More recently, [25] [26] [27] have proposed more successful tone mapping operators in separating the contrast differences that matter to vision from those that do not. The basic challenge for a spatially varying tone mapping operator is that it needs to reduce the global contrast of an image without affecting the local contrast to which HVS is sensitive. To accomplish this, an operator must segment the high dynamic range image, either explicitly or implicitly, into regions that HVS does not correlate during dynamic range reduction. Otherwise, the local varying operators would lead into disturbing "reverse gradients" typically seen as halos around light sources. Fig. 4(a) shows the typical architecture of the digital LCD subsystem in a microelectronic device. There are two main components in this subsystem: 1) video controller and frame buffer memory and 2) LCD controller and panel. The image data, which is received from the processing unit, is first saved into the frame buffer memory by the video controller and is subsequently transmitted to the LCD controller through an appropriate analog (e.g., VGA) or digital (e.g., DVI) interface.
D. LCD Architecture and Backlight Scaling
The LCD controller receives the video data and generates a proper grayscale-i.e., transmissivity of the panel-for each pixel based on its pixel value. All of the pixels on a transmissive LCD panel are illuminated from behind by the backlight. To the observer, a displayed pixel looks bright if its transmittance is high (i.e., it is in the "ON" state), meaning it passes the backlight. On the other hand, a displayed pixel looks dark if its transmittance is low (i.e., it is in the "OFF" state), meaning that it blocks the backlight. For color LCDs, different filters are used to generate shades of three main colors (i.e., red, blue, and green), and then color pixels are generated by mixing three subpixels together to produce different colors. Fig. 4(b) depicts the LCD controller in more detail. The data received from the video bus is used to infer a row of pixels timing information and respective grayscale levels. Then, this timing information is used to select the appropriate row in the LCD matrix. Next, the pixel values are converted to the corresponding voltage levels to drive the TFTs on different columns of the selected row. The backlight bulb is powered with the aid of a dc-ac converter, to provide the required illumination of the LCD matrix.
Each pixel has an individual liquid crystal cell, a TFT, and a storage capacitor [cf. Fig. 4(c) ]. The electrical field of the capacitor controls the transmittance of the liquid crystal cell. The capacitor is charged and discharged by the TFT. The gate electrode of the TFT controls the timing for charging/discharging of the capacitor when the pixel is scanned (or addressed) by the tracer for refreshing its content. The Mathematically speaking, in a transmissive TFT-LCD monitor, for a pixel with value , the luminance of the pixel 1 is (4) where is the transmissivity of the TFT-LCD cell for pixel value , and [0,1] is the (normalized) backlight illumination factor with 1 representing the maximum backlight illumination and 0 representing no backlight. Note that is a linear mapping from [0, 255] domain to [0, 1] range. In backlight scaled TFT-LCD, is scaled down and accordingly is increased to achieve the same image luminance. 1 Illuminance can be used to characterize the luminous flux emitted from a surface. Most photographic light meters measure the illuminance. In terms of visual perception, we perceive luminance. It is an approximate measure of how "bright" a surface appears when we view it from a given direction. Luminance is measured in lumens per square meter per steradian. The maximum brightness of a CRT or LCD monitor is described by luminance in its specification. Let and denote the original and the transformed image data, respectively. Moreover, let and denote the distortion of the images and and the power consumption of the LCD-subsystem while displaying image with backlight scaling factor . Dynamic Backlight Scaling (DBS) Problem: Given the original image and the maximum tolerable image distortion , find the backlight scaling factor and the corresponding pixel transformation function such that is minimized and . The general form of the DBS problem as stated above is difficult to solve due to the complexity of the distortion function , and also the nonlinear function minimization step that is required to determine
. From now on, in this paper, we will use to denote the transformed image, and to denote a single transformed pixel in the image .
Reference [4] describes two backlight luminance dimming techniques. Let denote the normalized pixel value, i.e., assuming an 8-bit color depth, /255. Chang et al. [4] scale the backlight luminance by a factor of while increasing the pixel values from to by two mechanisms. Clearly, denotes the identity pixel transformation function [cf. Fig. 5(a) ]. The "backlight luminance dimming with brightness compensation" technique uses the following pixel transformation function [cf. (5b)
In these schemes, to calculate the distortion rate, an image histogram estimator is required for calculating the statistics of the input image. Note that the image histogram simply denotes the marginal distribution function of the image pixel values. Reference [4] uses the number of saturated pixel values due to aforementioned transformations as their measure of image distortion.
Reference [5] proposes a different approach in which the pixel values in both dark and bright regions of the image are used to enable a further dimming of the backlight. The key idea is to first truncate the image histogram on both ends to obtain a smaller dynamic range for the image pixel values and then to spread out the pixel values in this range (by applying an affine transformation) so as to enable a more aggressive backlight dimming while maintaining the contrast fidelity of the image. The pixel transformation function is given as follows [cf. Fig. 5(d) ]: (6) where and are the points where intersects 0 and 1, respectively. In this technique, the image distortion is measured based on the number of pixel values that are preserved after the application of the transformation function to the original image. The implementation of this approach is quite simple and requires minimal changes to the built-in programmable LCD reference driver (PLRD). Notice that the PLRD allows a class of linear transformations on the backlight-scaled image, resulting in both brightness scaling and contrast scaling. Clearly, brightness and contrast are the two most important properties of any image.
The previous approaches cannot fully utilize the power saving potential of the dynamic backlight scaling scheme, due to the fact that their measure of distortion between the original and the backlight-scaled images is overestimated. This is because these approaches simply either minimize the number of saturated pixel values [4] or maximize the number of pixel values that are preserved [5] . The main disadvantage of these cost functions is that they treat the grayscale values in dark and white regions of the image the same way, which is in contrast to the perceived brightness characteristic of the HVS as shown in Fig. 1 .
The aforementioned techniques for backlight scaling have proven to be quite effective for still images; however, if one tries to apply these techniques on a per-frame basis, i.e., FBS, for video streams, the output video quality may significantly be degraded. This is due to two facts. First, they overlook a very important deciding factor in their optimization process, that is, the HVS characteristics. All of these approaches rely on the luminance values of pixels of the displayed image as their optimization variables. However, luminance value of a light source is not the same as its perceived brightness. Second, different frames in a video clip may have different characteristics, and therefore, dynamic backlight scaling applied in per-frame basis to a video sequence may result in different pixel transformation functions , and thus, different backlight scaling factors . The abrupt changes in and may result in a large flickering effect over time, which in turn adversely impacts the overall video quality. This paper improves the previous techniques in two ways. 1) It proposes a backlight scaling technique which is based on a tone reproduction operator. This operator maps the original image to a transformed image such that the perceived brightness of the image is preserved while its dynamic range is reduced. This reduction in the dynamic range of the image will further increase the potential for backlight scaling, and therefore, maximize the energy saving. Moreover, the proposed operator can be calculated without any information about the individual pixels of the displayed image or its histogram, further improving the video frame-rate and power savings due to elimination of any hardware/software support for image histogram generation.
2) It presents a temporally-aware backlight scaling method in which the inter-frame changes in and are limited such that the perceived flickering is minimized while the maximum power saving is achieved.
III. TEMPORALLY AWARE BACKLIGHT SCALING (TABS)
In FBS techniques, the distortion between each backlight scaled frame and the original frame, i.e., the spatial distortion, is upper bounded by a user specified maximum allowed value (cf. Fig. 6 ). However, this spatial distortion is not sufficient to quantify the overall quality of backlight scaled video. The second component which is important in quantifying the video quality is the changes in the luminance of the backlight-scaled video compared to the original video, i.e., the temporal distortion. This component of the video distortion captures the unwanted variations in the overall luminance of different frames of a backlight scaled video sequence.
Let and denote the original and the backlight scaled versions of a video sequence with total number of frames . Then, we define the distortion between two video sequences and as (7) where is the spatial distortion between still images, and is the perceived brightness when an input is given to the HVS (cf . Fig. 2) ; and is the Fourier transform operator. Finally, is the weighting coefficient. The first term in (7) captures the spatial distortion between the respective frames of video sequences and , while the second term is the normalized mean square error (MSE) between the spectral power density of the brightness of original video sequence and the backlight scaled one. This term, actually, captures the temporal distortion of two video sequences (cf. Section II-B-2).
The video distortion function presented in (7) is hard to evaluate because the first term is in the time domain while the second term is defined in the frequency domain. To circumvent this problem, (7) can be simplified using the Parseval's theorem, which simply states that integral of squared signal is equal to integral of its spectral power density, therefore (8) Based on this video distortion measure, we propose a TABS. Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of this approach. The key idea is to measure the temporal distortion of the backlight scaled video and then feedback this information to dynamically change the maximum allowed spatial distortion of the frames.
To reduce the spatial distortion between the corresponding frames of the original and backlight scaled video sequences, we propose a simple, yet effective pixel transformation function based on the static characteristic of HVS and the tone mapping theory. Let and denote the maximum luminance of the original image and the dynamically tone-mapped and backlight-scaled frame, respectively. Moreover, let and denote the pixel value information of the original and backlight scaled frames at time . Then, the perceived image distortion between images and can be quantified by function . Converse Tone Mapping (CTM) Problem: Given an original image and maximum allowable image distortion , find the tone mapping operation such that is minimized while (9) where . The aforementioned problem is the converse of the tone mapping problem, because in the tone mapping problem, the goal of optimization is to find the mapping operator such that for a given maximum display luminance, the image distortion is minimized [19] . In contrast, in the CTM problem, the goal of optimization is to find the minimum of maximum luminance value that guarantees a given maximum image distortion level. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of HVS, and therefore, the complexity of the image distortion function, , neither the CTM problem nor the tone mapping problem have closed-form solutions.
To solve the CTM problem, this paper proposes a heuristic approach based on pixel brightness preservation. The key idea is to make sure that the JND in the backlight scaled image and the original image are equal. In this way, the image perception is preserved, i.e., both images have the same discernible details.
Mathematically speaking, let and denote the adaptation luminance for the original and the backlight scaled images. Based on (1), the JND for the original image is and the JND for the backlight scaled image will be . Therefore, to preserve the discernible details of the image, we ought to find a tone mapping function , such that . As a simple solution, one can assume a variable scaling function where the scaling factor changes depending upon the local luminance value. Subsequently, the lighter regions of the image will be scaled more nonlinearly than the darker regions so as to take advantage of the decreasing human contrast sensitivity from dark to light regions of the image (cf. Section II-B-1). However, this approach requires manipulation of individual pixel values, which may be undesirable for realtime implementation. Therefore, this paper first adopts to be a constant scaling function , where can be calculated from (1). Consider two pixels in the original image, and , which are discernible, therefore,
. If we want to preserve the discernible details of the image in the transformed image, we need to have ; substituting the pixel transformation function with one can calculate the as a function of and (10) where and may be approximated by half of the maximum backlight luminance before and after backlight scaling, i.e., 0.5 and 0.5 . Please note that the adaptation luminance level , (cf. Section II-B-1) is a key parameter in determining the perception of brightness. There are many techniques available for measuring the ambient light, e.g., by means of light sensors. However, these techniques are power consuming and use up resources. In this paper, for our experimental results, we use a simple method for approximating the ambient light as one half of the maximum luminance of the display system itself. Our approach can be easily modified to consider any form of adaptation luminance (ambient light) measurement or estimation.
Equation (10) represents the key difference between our approach and those reported previously in [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In those approaches, is essentially set as in order to preserve the pixel luminance values, whereas in our approach is given by (10) . In addition, to capture the human contrast sensitivity (cf. Section II-B-1, Fig. 1 ), we will use a functional form for the transformation function , which is similar to that of the human brightness perception function, i.e., [cf. (2)], (11) where is simply the luminance intensity adjustment factor as given by (11) and is the human contrast sensitivity change between the original image and the backlight scaled image, that is (12) The motivation behind the introduction of the parameter is to affect large and small luminance values differently. More precisely, if only the factor was used, in the transformed backlight scaled image the contrast between two pixels would have been increased uniformly with respect to that of the original image; however, with introduction of , as the contrast between two pixels in the original image increases the contrast between the same two pixels in the backlight scaled image would increase but, grow more slowly for smaller pixel luminance values. Therefore, the result would be a single tone mapping function which takes into account the sensitivity saturation of HVS (cf. Fig. 1) .
To measure the temporal distortion , of the video sequence we use the following procedure.
1) For each original frame , and backlight scaled frame , at time , calculate the mean brightness value and of all pixels in the respective frames. 2) Filter signals and , using the temporal response model of HVS to get perceived luminance signals and , respectively. 3) Calculate (8) for and to get . Next, we use to modify the maximum allowed spatial distortion , in FBS techniques (cf. Fig. 6 ).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Hardware Characterization 1) Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamp (CCFL):
The CCFL illumination is a complex function of the driving current, ambient temperature, warm-up time, lamp age, driving waveform, lamp dimensions, and reflector design [28] . In the transmissive TFT-LCD application, only the driving current is controllable. Therefore, we model the CCFL illumination as a function of the driving current only and ignore the other parameters. Accounting for the saturation phenomenon in the CCFL light source [29] , we use a two-piecewise linear function to characterize the power consumption of CCFL as a function of the backlight factor (13) Relationship between the CCFL illumination (i.e., luminous flux incident on a surface per unit area) and the driver's power dissipation for the CCFL in LG Philips transmissive TFT-LCD LP064V1 [30] is shown in Fig. 8(a) . The CCFL illumination increases monotonically as the driving power increases from 0% to 80% of the full driving power. For values of driving power higher than this threshold, the CCFL illumination starts to saturate. The saturation phenomenon is due to the fact that the increased temperature and pressure inside the tube adversely impact the efficiency of emitting visible light [31] .
After interpolation, we obtain the following coefficient values for the CCFL in LG Philips transmissive TFT-LCD LP064V1:
2) TFT-LCD Display Matrix: The hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is commonly used to fabricate the TFT in display applications. For a TFT-LCD panel, the a-Si:H TFT power consumption can be modeled by a quadratic function of pixel
We performed the current and power measurements on the LG Philips, LP064V1 LCD. The measurement data are shown in Fig. 8(b) . The regression coefficients are, thus, determined as Normally white TFT-LCD panel consumes less power while displaying a brighter (luminance-enhanced) image. Thus, this type of panel adds additional power saving to the backlight scaling technique because it generally enhances the luminance of the image that is displayed on the panel to compensate for the loss of the brightness after backlight dimming. In contrast, power consumption of normally black TFT-LCD panel increases slightly as its global transmittance increases (which increases power savings of a backlight dimming approach.) However, for either type of the TFT-LCD, the change in power consumption as a function of the transmittance is so small that it can be ignored.
3) Image Distortion Characterization: To deal with the complexity of image distortion function , first the image distortion function is characterized for a set of benchmark images as a function of the dynamic range of the tone-mapped images. Next, standard curve fitting tools are used.
We adopted the universal image quality index proposed in [33] as our distortion measure and used a set of benchmark images from the USC SIPI Image Database (USID) [34] . The USID is considered the de-facto benchmark suite in the signal and image processing research field [35] . Fig. 9 depicts the resulting distortion values for these images when the dynamic range of the transformed image is set to twelve different values. Fig. 10 is a subset of benchmarks reported to provide a visual reference for the distortion measure. Next, we used standard curve fitting tools provided in MATLAB, Version 7, Release 14 to find the best "average" and "worst-case" global fits to these distortion values. The result is an empirical curve depicted in Fig. 9 , which maps target dynamic range of transformed images to the observed distortion values. 
B. Implementation
To generate the experimental results, we used a setup as shown in Fig. 11 . The Apollo test-bed II is used as the experimental platform. 2 This test-bed uses an Intel X-scale 80200 processor and includes different peripheral devices such as, video capture device, GPS, and a 802.11a wireless connection. Moreover, this test-bed has a 6.4" LCD screen with 6-bit/color/pixel at 640 480 resolution, and provides enough hardware/software capabilities for changing the intensity of the backlight and online calculation of the image histogram. The processor runs at 733 MHz and at this speed can decode and play MPEG-1 video stream at the rate of 15 frames per second. We modified the MPEG-1 decoder application to incorporate the FBS technique based on the tone mapping function described in Section III. Fig. 12 compares the system wide power consumption and that of different components in the system. We have used the total power consumption of the system before the application of the dynamic backlight scaling technique (i.e., 16.8 W) as the normalization factor for both images to clearly visualize the impact of our approach on the power consumption of different components of the system. As illustrated in Fig. 12 , the dynamic backlight scaling approach results in 6% power reduction in total system power. This power reduction is mainly due to power reduction in the backlight inverter. On the other hand, it is clear that this approach does not incur any cost (in terms of power) on other components of the system as shown in power values of different components (cf. Fig. 12) .
To implement the proposed temporally-aware backlight scaling, we made two observations. First, the HVS model presented in Section II-B-2 is a continuous-time model while the average luminance of each frame in the displayed video is calculated on per-frame basis, resulting in a discrete-time signal. Therefore, we transformed the continuous-time filters given by (1-a, 1-d) to discrete-time filters. Second, the output of the control low-pass filter in Fig. 2 does not change significantly. This is due to a limited range of output luminance values for typical off-the-shelf LCD. Therefore, we assumed the output of the control filter to be constant, i.e., (cf. Fig. 2 ). This assumption results in fixed quadratic filters and gain blocks in the temporal model of the HVS.
Using these observations and calculating the output of the control low-pass filter , we get the following digital filter: Next, we implemented this digital filter and then calculated the output of the HVS model for the average luminance value of each frame in the video sequence.
For the online calculation of the temporal distortion, , we approximated the average value calculated in (8), by averaging the signal over limited number of previous filtered average luminance values, i.e., approximating the overall average by a moving average. Then, we used this value and the user specified maximum allowed video distortion , in (7) to calculate the maximum allowed spatial distortion . Next, we use as the constraint for the proposed tone mapping-based backlight scaling to calculate the pixel transformation function for the original image with dynamic range, . To calculate the pixel transformation function we first lookup the corresponding allowed dynamic range, , for the given using the distortion curves in Fig. 9 , and then calculate the pixel transformation function using (11) . This is done by calculating as . Then, we apply the calculated transfer function using a technique similar to [8] .
In this approach, a hierarchical structure for the reference voltage dividers, as shown in Fig. 13 , is used. This structure provides more flexibility in creating different slopes for multiple linear regions of the grayscale-voltage transfer function. Moreover, adding switches between different grayscale levels enables one to provide flatbands not only at the two ends of the image histogram, but also in the middle range of the gray scale levels.
To achieve multiple output slopes for the grayscale-voltage transfer function, different controllable voltage sources , are needed (cf. Fig. 13 ). These voltage sources are normally set to voltage levels with 1 , creating a transfer function with a slope of one. Here, denotes the supply voltage, and and denote the voltage source number and total number of available voltage sources. To create different slopes for different regions of the grayscale values, one can change the voltage levels of controllable sources to create a -band grayscale spreading function.
1) Spatial Measurements:
To show the effectiveness of proposed tone mapping-based pixel transformation function, we measured the power saving for different still images from the USC SIPI database. The results are shown in Table I . These power savings are generated for three different values of distortion levels. Clearly, by increasing the maximum tolerable distortion level the power saving should increase, which is also confirmed with listed results. Please note that the average power saving of 45% is achieved only for a mere distortion level of 10%. This is about a 10% increase in power saving compared to the results reported in [4] and [5] .
2) Temporal Measurements: In our experiments, to capture the temporal behavior of the proposed approach and to measure the overall video quality, we ran each movie clip three different times and recorded the output of the LCD display using a camcorder at the rate which was four times faster than the displayed frame rate. At the same time, the power consumption of the LCD components was recorded using a high-speed data acquisition system (DAQ). In the first run, we tried an original video sequence without any backlight scaling scheme; in the second run, we applied the backlight scaling scheme to each frame independently; and finally, in the third run, we applied the TABS technique. To measure the video distortion due to temporal variations of the backlight and the pixel transformation function, we calculated the average luminance value for each of the recorded frames to get the time domain signal for the spatial average luminance of pixels. Next, we calculated the HVS response to this signal by using the discrete-time domain filter given in (15) and then, plotted the frequency-domain representation of the output. Fig. 14 compares the temporal behavior of the three different movie clips for different maximum allowed distortion rates. Note that for each movie clip, the output of the HEBS method proposed in [8] , has a number of unwanted strong, low frequency components, which cause unwanted flickering, whereas the TABS scheme has a frequency domain characteristic almost identical to the original sequence. Moreover, as we increase the maximum allowed video distortion the amplitude of different frequencies significantly increases for HEBS, whereas the amplitude of the TABS remains almost unchanged. Note that the amplitude of each frequency captures the effective perceived flickering at that frequency. Table II summarizes these results in terms of incurred temporal distortion with more than 25% improvement on average comparing to HEBS for 5% video distortion. Fig. 15 depicts the time domain variations of the backlight scaling factor for the first movie clip. As expected, compared to HEBS, TABS results in smoother backlight variations. Fig. 16 shows the overall energy savings of the LCD for different movie clips and different backlight scaling schemes. As expected, HEBS achieves higher energy savings since it does not consider the temporal distortion of the video sequence. However, the loss in energy savings due to the consideration of the temporal distortion in the TABS scheme is not significant, whereas the overall video quality is significantly improved as depicted in Fig. 14 . Moreover, as we increase the overall maximum allowed video distortion, the difference between the energy savings of HEBS and TABS schemes become smaller. This is due to the fact that for larger video distortion values the temporal distortion contributes less to the overall distortion, whereas for smaller video distortions, it contributes more.
Furthermore, by increasing the overall maximum allowed video distortion, the LCD energy savings is increased in both cases, which implies the obvious tradeoff between the energy consumption and the video quality.
V. CONCLUSION
LCDs have appeared in applications ranging from medical equipment to automobiles, gas pumps, laptops, and handheld portable computers. These display components present a cascaded energy attenuator to the battery of a handheld device which is responsible for about half of the energy drain at the maximum display intensity. As such, the display components have become the main focus of efforts for maximization of embedded system's battery lifetime. The goal of dynamic backlight scaling is to reduce the energy consumption of the LCDs. This paper introduced new techniques for pixel transformation of the displayed image to increase the potential energy saving of the backlight scaling techniques. These techniques take advantage of the human visual system characteristics to minimize distortion between the original and backlight-scaled still images or video sequences. The long-term impact of this research work is to significantly reduce the power consumption of typical handheld devices, increasing the typical battery lifetime, thereby, enabling more widespread and convenient use of such devices. The backlight dimming technology can also be applied in ac-powered systems where the key concern is the energy cost to the individual user as well as the society at large. This technology has the potential to reduce the typical energy bill of a desktop computer by 30% or so (when the system is being used).
